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This is an update to Lloyd Wagaman's original Ingle System checklist, published in 1987 by the Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio Token and Medal Society. Inside are the most current attributions for all known Ingle System tokens; the names on the tokens, attributions, and a list of all known denominations from each merchant are shown in a compact form.

This update is based on information contained in the Ingle Customer Ledger, originally used by Ingle System to keep track of their customers names and addresses. The information in the Ledger was then verified a much as possible from secondary sources to verify the attributions, business rating directories, city directories and newspapers.

Not all Ingle System customers were recorded in the Ledger; some predated the Ledger, others seem to have just been missed. The attributions for these tokens followed the same process Wagaman used for the listings in his original checklist, a manual search of the various business directories.

Full details for each attribution are available on the [TokenCatalog.com](http://TokenCatalog.com) website.